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The pursuit of success is based on your 

horse’s ongoing health and the willingness 

to perform and Activo-Med will support you 

in this.

Dr. med. vet. Matthias Baumann,  

Specialised in rehabilitation, FEI vet,  

former Olympic Team Champion in  

Three-Day-Eventing Made by riders for riders  
Winners are produced at home. Success 

depends on equine management,  

health and regeneration. All products 

manufactured by Activo-Med have 

become extremely useful in equestrian 

sports, breeding and leisure over the 

past decades and play an integral part in 

horse care in many yards today.

Activo-Med supports equine performance, 

regeneration and rehabilitation with a  

number of products. Our systems have been in 

use around the world for two decades and are 

a permanent fixture in horse care, not only  

for sports horses but in any area owners, 

riders and breeders are looking to provide 

optimum support.
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Electromagnetic and 

Massage Therapy

The unique combination  

of pulsed magnetic therapy 

and massage in one single 

system.

Pulsed Magnetic Therapy 

Established systems for  

daily use in all equestrian 

disciplines.

Pulsed Magnetic Therapy, 

Massage and  

Light Therapy

High quality combi systems 

for professional use.
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Pulsed Magnetic System
In the past few years, veterinarians have 

gained new knowledge in the use  

of pulsed magnetic therapy based on 

electromagnetic fields, which can  

influence the organisms of biological 

systems. 

The cell is the beginning of life. It is the root 

and elementary foundation for any living 

organism. Inside the cell, growth and other 

functions are controlled by electromagnetic 

oscillations. Are these malfunctioning, ill health 

may be the consequence, often caused  

by low magnetic energy. The inductive impact 

of electromagnetic stimulation has the  

ability to re-polarise the oscillation thereby 

normalising cell activity.

Since my two big boys are competing  

at the highest level in three-day-eventing  

we use the Activo-Med pulsed magnetic  

blanket and PectoPad daily.  

 

With the easy to use control box with all ist 

programs and sequences, we always have the 

right treatment for each horse.  

 

Even Vicco Pop who is notoriously difficult, 

can finally relax. Generally, I use the blanket 

before riding, as my horses start training 

much more loose and relaxed. 

Jörn Warner
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Complex Technology for Your Horse, 
Easy and User-Friendly Application

With the purchase of an ImpulseLine  

product featuring pulsed magnetic  

therapy, holding a modern, highly  

efficient and user-friendly system is 

guaranteed. Our products represent the 

latest technology especially in terms of 

micro-processor controlled features. The 

systems are developed from solid  

and extensive clinical and empirical 

experiences of veterinarian and medical 

experts.

Our multifunctional control box generates a low 

frequency pulsed magnetic field, which can 

 

be combined with a variable degree of  

vibration massage simultaneously, offering a 

unique and effective treatment solution which 

is highly adaptable to suit individual’s needs.

Cardio-Vascular-Compliant

The unique activation sends wave-like signals 

to the heart. This is termed cardio- 

vascular-compliant. The high performance 

applicator has been set out in five segments, 

which can be controlled separately or in  

combination through our multifunctional  

control box. This applies to both functions – 

pulsed magnetic field and vibro-massage. 

I have been using the Activo-Med blanket with 

my horses for two years now, and to say that 

I am pleased with the result is to say nothing,  

I am just happy with this product.

My horses now after using Activo-Med 

blanket are in great shape, the need for 

the veterinary care and physiotherapy has 

decreased a lot.

I am using the blanket as by the instructions 

from the S1 program before work to S2 after 

work, the horses became much more relaxed 

and feel very comfortable, I can see that their 

muscle tone after the use is great.

Sometimes I use the blanket after  

competitions then I use S3 program for a 

strong and fast recovery of my partners, if 

you want your horse to be always in good 

shape then get this wonderful product.

Nikita Mansour
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Problem Area Neck

In order to ensure even the most sensitive 

parts of the horse’s body are covered, we  

shall not disregard the highly delicate muscles 

in the neck. These, as well as the shoulder, 

elbow, back and knee area are all covered with 

our professional blanket, providing an all- 

encompassing treatment for your horse.

User-friendly 

multifunctional 

control box 

with soft-touch 

display

The netting along 

the spine allows  

for better air  

circulation

Robust materials 

with netting

 � Magnetic Field/Massage

 � Field intensity 7.800 Microtesla (78 Gaus)

 � High degree of comfort

 � Versatile application

 � Robust and hard-wearing

 � Durable

 � Covers machine washable

 � User-friendly and intuitive multifunctional 

control box

 � Easy to use anywhere

 � Permitted for use on all intern. FEI  

competitions

 � Manufactured in Germany

1
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Pulsed Magnetic 
and Massage 
Blanket 
Professional

The combi professional blanket comes with a 

high performance applicator fitted with pulsed 

magnetic and optional massage modules. 

These are set along the spine on either 

side starting from the neck down to the tail. 

Covered with additional units are the shoulder 

and knee area. A gentle massage may improve 

circulation, loosen tense muscles and positi-

vely stimulate the central nervous system,

 

which is what we all want for our horses!

The easy to use control box is extremely user- 

friendly with its 18 programs and 8 sequences, 

which are all fully adjustable in every setting. 

This way each session can be entirely  

personalised to suit each horse’s needs, as 

time, intensity and level of frequency can make 

all the difference to your sports partner.
For years I have been using the Activo-Med  

ImpulseLine products in my practice  

as a vet and for my own sports horses. 

The pulsed magnetic blanket has been especially 

useful in treating problems such as kissing spines  

and other painful conditions concerning  

the back area. 

For conditions like tying up, the recovery period  

is vastly reduced as the muscle enzymes return 

to normal levels so much quicker. 

But also for very nervous and tense horses we 

can observe much more suppleness and calm-

ness when using the blanket before riding.

Dr. med. vet Clemens Hayessen,  

FEI vet and successful Three-day-Eventer in 

classes CCI**** 

 � 18 preprogrammed adaptable 

settings

 � 8 pregrogrammed adaptable 

sequences
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Pulsed Magnetic 
and Massage Relax 
and Relax Plus 
System

 � 18 preprogrammed adaptable 

settings

 � 8 pregrogrammed adaptable  

sequences

 � Also available with hood

The Relax blanket features a light-weight 

pulsed magnetic therapy applicator which can 

be fitted with additional massage modules. 

This blanket is available with or without hood. 

The easy to use COMPACT control box has 18 

different programs and 8 sequences, which 

are all fully adjustable in their settings. 
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Leg Wraps
The prof. pulsed magnetic boots or leg wraps 

have four magnetic coils, which are  

operated from the top down on the outside  

of the leg, then back up on the inside of the 

leg. The easy application makes for effortless 

treatment of the horse’s legs. 

The wraps are available as complete set with 

the blanket, as separate set with a control box 

or as an additional component on their own. 

On special request, we supply the wraps with 

additional massage modules.

Hoofboots

Knowing I have my Activo-Med  

blanket with me at shows,  

gives me the certainty of my  

horses‘ well being.

Bernadette Brune, Gestüt Brune,  

Westerstede

The Hoofboot by Activo-Med offers a unique 

treatment solution through the combination of 

pulsed magnetic therapy  and massage.

It covers the hoof, starting from the shackles 

and the hoof crown down to the sole of the 

hoof. The fastening straps ensure safe usage 

at all times.
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Magnetic Field 
Treatment for 
Canines

For your other four legged friends we 

developed the special canine mat. This is 

available in 60 x 60 cm conveniently fitting the 

majority of dog beds.

Cooling the horse’s legs after a  

workout has been done for years. But 

water is not always at hand, especially 

at shows coming by a hose pipe is 

not always possible. This is why we 

developed our cooling boots with 

removable cooling pads, which are 

easily cooled in the freezer. They 

are easily exchangeable and can be 

reused over and over again. Our XL 

boots are longer, covering the carpal 

joint down to the fedlock and are  

fitted with additional vibrating  

massage units.

Coolboots 
Standard & 
Coolboots XL

This special addition to the blanket supports 

the muscles on chest and belly. These  

muscle groups are often dismissed as being 

responsible for tension, asymmetry and  

imbalance in the horse, but should be regarded 

as an important part of the horse’s physique. 

The applicator is positioned in the girth and 

chest area, with extra modules in the saddle 

area if used on its own.

Pecdominal Pad
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Wave-Light-Pulse

The WLP system combines the pulsed  

magnetic field with our unique Wave-Light-

Pulse technology and is available as a light 

shower, pointer and power pad. Intensity and 

frequency can be set simultaneously to the 

WLP signal strength. 

 

The Wave-Light-Pulse system is a device for 

intensive, more bundled treatment of certain 

areas. The WLP shower and pointer can be 

used with both the PROFESSIONAL and the 

COMPACT multifunctional control box.

 � Electromagnetic coil in addition to  

24 infrared and 24 red diodes

 � Flexible application

 � Easy to use

 � Intensive treatment of specific areas

When my arab had to have colic surgery and  

he had an allergic reaction to the stitches, it  

became a race against the clock, which we thank-

fully won once using the pulsed magnetic blanket 

and WLP shower. The scepticism of my vet was 

soon turned into excitement when they realised 

the results we were getting from the treatment.

Cornelia Koller, Endurance Rider

After a bad injury on my horse’s hind leg,  

the vet seemed to be round our yard permanently. 

Twice the leg swelled so badly, I thought it  

would explode - the infection was so bad.  

Proud flesh and an ongoing infection hindered the 

healing process. Only when I used the WLP light 

shower with vibration, the swelling went down  

and the infection reduced. Quickly the leg 

regained its normal size and the wound began 

to close. I can only strongly recommend the 

treatment. 

Customer

Foto oben links: Christiane Slawik



Power Pad

The unique combination of pulsed magnetic 

therapy, massage and light provides an  

infinitive number of treatment options. 

Fitted with flexible surcingles, the pad can be 

applied safely almost anywhere on the horses 

body. 
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IMPULSLINE PROFESSIONAL

 

PROFESSIONAL SOLO BLANKET (pulsed magnetic therapy)

Blanket, pulsed magnetic applicator, multifunctional control box,

battery pack, charger, transport bag, documentation

PROFESSIONAL SOLO COMPLETE (pulsed magnetic therapy)

Blanket, pulsed magnetic applicator, pulsed magnetic leg wraps (front legs) 

multifunctional control box, battery pack, surcingle, charger, transport bag,  

documentation

PROFESSIONAL COMBI BLANKET (pulsed magnetic therapy & massage)

Blanket, pulsed magnetic and massage applicator, 

multifunctional control box, battery pack, charger, transport bag, documentation

PROFESSIONAL COMBI COMPLETE (pulsed magnetic therapy & massage)

Blanket, pulsed magnetic and massage applicator, magnetic front leg wraps, 

multifunctional control box, battery pack, surcingle, charger, transport bag, 

documentation

PROFESSIONAL SOLO LEG WRAPS

Two front pulsed magnetic leg wraps, multifunctional control box, battery pack, 

charger, surcingle, transport bag, documentation

IMPULSELINE RELAX and RELAX PLUS (with hood)

RELAX SOLO BLANKET (pulsed magnetic therapy)

Blanket with pulsed magnetic applicator, multifunctional control box COMPACT, 

battery, charger, transport bag, documentation

RELAX SOLO COMPLETE (pulsed magnetic therapy)

Blanket with pulsed magnetic applicator, pulsed magnetic front leg wraps, 

multifunctional control box COMPACT, battery, surcingle, charger, transport bag, 

documentation

RELAX COMBI BLANKET (pulsed magnetic and massage therapy) 

Blanket with pulsed magnetic and massage applicator, multifunctional control 

box COMPACT, battery, charger, transport bag, documentation

RELAX COMBI COMPLETE (pulsed magnetic and massage therapy)

Blanket with pulsed magnetic and massage applicator, pulsed magnetic front 

leg wraps, multifunctional control box COMPACT, battery, charger, surcingle, 

transport bag, documentation

RELAX SOLO LEG WRAPS

Two front pulsed magnetic leg wraps, multifunctional control box COMPACT, 

battery pack, charger, surcingle, transport bag, documentation

All ImpulseLine Systems at a Glance
All products supplied by Activo-Med are delivered as single components or in various sets.  

This ensures you can add to your system at any time. 

Do you know Activo-Med  
AquaLine?

Water treadmills and AquaLine spas for 
professional training and rehabilitation. 
Developed with veterinarians and  
successfully in use for 20 years. Please 
ask for further information.
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WAVE-LIGHT-PULSE (WLP) SYSTEMS

WLP SHOWER SET

TRIPLE light shower with WLP-technology, pulsed magnetic and massage therapy

Multifunctional control box COMPACT, battery, charger, transport box, documentation

WLP POINTER SET

COMBINED pointer with WLP-technology and pulsed magnetic therapy

Multifunctional control box COMPACT, battery, charger, transport box, documentation

WLP SHOWER and POINTER SET

TRIPLE light shower with WLP-technology, pulsed magnetic and massage therapy, 

COMBINED pointer with WLP-technology and pulsed magnetic therapy

Multifunctional control box COMPACT, battery, charger, transport box, documentation

WLP & PULSED MAGNETIC THERAPY FOR CANINES

WLP SHOWER SET

TRIPLE light shower with WLP-technology, pulsed magnetic and massage therapy

Multifunctional control box COMPACT, battery, charger, transport box, documentation

WLP POINTER SET

COMBINED pointer with WLP-technology and pulsed magnetic therapy

Multifunctional control box COMPACT, battery, charger, transport box, documentation

WLP SHOWER and POINTER SET

TRIPLE light shower with WLP-technology, pulsed magnetic and massage therapy, 

COMBINED pointer with WLP-technology and pulsed magnetic therapy

Multifunctional control box COMPACT, battery, charger, transport box, documentation

CANINE BLANKET SET

Canine blanket 60 x 60 cm with pulsed magnetic therapy

Multifunctional control box COMPACT, battery, charger, transport bag, documentation

CANINE COMPLETE SET

Canine blanket 60 x 60 cm with pulsed magnetic therapy, Multifunctional control box COMPACT, battery,  

charger, transport bag, documentation, TRIPLE light shower with WLP-technology, pulsed magnetic and 

massage therapy, COMBINED pointer with WLP-technology and pulsed magnetic therapy, battery, charger, 

transport bag, documentation
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Dr. med. vet. Matthias Baumann is  

specialised in equine rehabilitation and 

acupuncture. For 22 years, he was running 

a rehab centre for horses using a water 

treadmill to bring injured horses back into 

work. Since 1998, Dr. Baumann is a surveyor 

for equestrian sports issues commissioned 

by the IHK Munich.

Matthias was an active member of the  

German Three-Day-Eventing Team and  

competed at two Olympic Games, won the 

National Championships three times and is 

now part of the Austrian eventing team as 

trainer.

For Activo-Med, Dr. Baumann is the official 

veterinary consultant who advises in all  

therapeutic queries, writes training and  

rehabilitation plans and provides the  

therapeutic induction training for water  

treadmills and spas. 

Competent consulting
Dr. med. vet. Matthias Baumann


